The Classic 682-C Headlight: The Guide 682-C is generally recognized as the most popular hot rod headlight of the ’40s and ’50s. Nowadays a pair of originals is rare and always a bit pricey. Well, you’ve scrounged your last swap meet in search of a pair of 682-C’s. Now for the first time in decades they are available and offered in a stunning reproduction. The headlights are manufactured to the highest standard and are actually a better product than the original. We offer them in five different styles; with or without parking lamps, chrome or black trim ring and they accept a common 7" sealed beam head lamp (sold separately). We even supply an extra turn signal lamp for backup.

(A) #216-682C1 Black turn signal, chrome ring headlights: $295.00 pr.
(B) #216-682C2 Chrome turn signal, chrome ring headlights: $305.00 pr.
(C) #216-682C4 Black turn signal, black ring headlights: $295.00 pr.
(D) #216-682C11 Chrome ring, no turn signal headlights: $225.00 pr.
(E) #216-682C12 Black ring, no turn signal headlights: $225.00 pr.
(F) #216-682C3 Chrome headlights; bucket, ring and turn signal: $315.00 pr.
(G) #001-60845 Head lamp bulb only, 7" dia.: $3.95 ea.

SO-CAL Headlights: These 7" headlights have been reworked by SO-CAL to snugly fit the cups of all early Fords from ’28 Model A through ’36, as well as the SO-CAL cast stainless steel headlight mounts and headlight bars. They come with black buckets and chrome or black rings.

#001-62002 SO-CAL Headlights black rings: $112.95 pr.
#001-62003 SO-CAL Headlights chrome rings: $139.95 pr.